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cific individuals who can lo 
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Hagberg has found that people appear to respond difft 
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Individuals who are interested in lowenng mert Dlooa 
pressure can participate in this study by calling the Genetic 
Exercise Research Study at 405-2571. 
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The Maryland Terrapins will host the defending national champions from Florida State in a nation- 
ally televised game in Byrd Stadium at 8 p.m.Thursday, Sept. 28. Indications are that a large crowd will 
descend on the campus beginning in the late afternoon, taking up parking spaces and jamming the 
roads even before most faculty and staff normally begin to leave. 

The Department of Campus Parking will post signs around the campus and send letters to affected 
permit holders this week to let people know about the planned adjustments to the parking scheme 
for Sept. 28. 

For more information, visit http://umterps.fansonly.com/sports/m-footbl/spec-rel/ 
060600aaa.htn-11 on the Web. 
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ARGC Honored with $4.6 Million Army Grant 
The University of 

Maryland's Alfred Gessow 
Rotorcraft Center 
(AGRC) has become the 
Army's topfunded 
Rotorcraft Center of 
Excellence with the 
fourth renewal of its 
grant from the 
Army/NASA National 
Rotorcraft Technology 
Center, for $4.6 million 
from January 2001 
through December 2005. 

Established in 1982, 
the AGRC is one of three 
Army/NASA Centers of 
Excellence and for the 
frtst time will receive 
more funding than the 
other two, Georgia Tech 
and Penn State. 

"This award is very. 
significant and gratifying, 
in that we have achieved 
the number one status in 
rotoxraft education and 
research in the world," 
said Inderjit Chopra, 
Alfred Gessow Rotorcraft 
Professor and director of 
the AGRC, which is in the 
department of aerospace 

engineering. 
The Army/NASA grant 

will support about 20 
graduate students who 
will work on the 15 
research projects identi- 
fied in the grant. On one 
of the projects,AGRC 
will team with Hampton 
University in Virginia. 
AGRC won its renewal in 
a national competition 
judged by an 1 &member 
panel of experts from 
federal agencies and the 
aerospace industry. 

Chopra praised the 
continuing team of 
Gordon Leishrnan, 
Fredric Schmitz, Roberto 
Celi, James Baede 
Norman Werely, C 
Pines and Amr Baz ror 
building 
national 
reputatic 
new members Ell 
and Benjamin Sha 
but Baz, who is in 
mechanical engineermg, 
are in the department of 
aerospace engineering. 
Professor Emeritus Alfred 

Gessow continues to 
enthusiastically support 
the Center with guidance 
and sage advice, Chopra 
said. 

Since its founding, 
AGRC has produced 45 

and 120 master's 
tes, has published 
han 270 archival 

journal papers and more 
than 450 conference 
papers. In addition to the 
Center of Excellence 
project,AGRC has 
received a five-year 
Department of Defense 
Multidisciplinary 
University Research 
Initiative 0 grant to 
study smart structures 
technology in rotorcraft 
systems, as well as more 

dozen grants from 
ources to provide 
research budget of 
han $3 million per 
lpplemented by 
us support of the 
sity.The program 
tly supports more 
) graduate stu- 
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Scholarship Office in the Division of 1974 and then commuted b e m  
Undergraduate Studies. Oxford University in Eag;land an1 

We neet tpport from faculty Milan, Italy, so he cod 
overall in c lelp more of our stu- Italian basketball leag 
dents win olarships," Stillwell Maryland Presidenl 
said."We need help in every duced McMillen and 1 L him 
the scholarship process." with several gifts. 

Stillwell said it is especiaU Faculty who are in n help 
tant to look for the "shining srars- ing the National Schomrup uffice in 
among students and identffg them earfy any capacity should contact Camille 
in their college careers. Faculty also can Stillwell at 301-3141289 or by email at 
serve as mentors, screenem and inter- cstillwe@deans.umd.edu. 
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"Richard Feldrnan is a suc- dents are prepared to help 
cessful seasoned professional organizations compete success 
who brings signScant corpo- fully in the fast-paced, net- 
rate experience in recruiting worked business world. 
business school graduates in 
general and MBA students in 
particular: said Howard Frank, 
Smith School dean. "He also 
brings entrepreneurial experi- 
ence, having been one of four 
founders of Personnel 
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Outlook is the weekly faculty-staE 

Associates Inc., an executive newspaper serving the University of 
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Most recently, Feldman was 
vice president of global human 
resources for the Engineered 
Systems Group of York 
International, Inc. His previous 
positions include director of 
human resources, corporate 
quality and productivit), and 
employee relations manager for 
AUiedSignal, Inc., and human. 
resources manager for 
Lockheed Electronics Company. 

I ion to his position as 

Brodie Remington, *Vice President 
for University Relations 
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6-9 p.m."Introduction to 
HTML," introduces more fea- 
tures of HTML. Concepts cov- 
ered include: enhanced tag 
attributes, tables, and internal 
document links. 4404 
Computer and Space Sciences 
Bldg. Registration required. 5- 
2938, cwpost@umd5.umd.edu 
or www.inform.umd.edu/PT.* 
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"I have been involved with 
university relations programs at 
various corporations and have 
worked closely with several 
toptier business schools on 
recruitment:' said Feldman. "I 
am eager to apply this experi- 
ence, as well as my manage- 
ment and overall human 
resource expertise, to the Smith 
School of Business. For me, the 
'--?om line is getting Smith stl- 

Telephone (301) 405-4629 
Fax (301) 314-9344 
E-mail ontlook@accmail.umd.edu 

Outlook can befound online at 
www.infomr.umd.edu/outlook/ 
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Dream Team 

Do you ever wonder what your dreams 
mean? 

The University of Maryland Psychology 
Department is offering two free sessions 
of dream interpretation to people inter- 
ested in understanding their dreams, as 
part of a research study. If eligible, you 
would meet with a therapist or thempist- 
in-training who is trained in therapeutic 
dream interpretation. He or she will help 
you understand your dreams and gain 
insights on what your dreams might mean 
for you. 

For more information, contact Teresa Wonnell 
at 405-5820 or twonnell@psyc.umd.edu . 
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